
Fate of closed mines known in March: Cimatu 
January 26, 2018 

Environment secretary Roy Cimatu is hopeful the decision on the appeals filed by miners whose operations were 
ordered  shut or suspended by his predecessor would finally be released by March . 
 
Cimatu said the decision on the appeals would be final executory and would no longer need approval by the 
interagency Mining Industry Coordinating Council (MICC) or the Office of the President (OP). 
 
The Department of Environment and Natural Resources (DENR)  under then secretary Regina Lopez   ordered the 
suspension and closure of some 23 mining operations in the country for alleged environmental violations. Some of 
the firms have appealed to the OP while others filed their appeal to the Office of the DENR Secretary. 
 
 “We are just following due process on the appeal by miners. This doesn’t concern a presidential decision. Since the 
department ordered it, the reversal or upholding of the decision will be (done) by the department as well,” Cimatu 
said. 
 
“The president will only act if it involves policies. But (Lopez’) decision (to suspend) is not a matter of policy making. 
The result of the audit is not a policy matter,” he added. 
 
Cimatu said the DENR  remains on track on the review of the mining audit, noting a team of  five experts is now 
looking into the decisions made by Lopez. 
 
The review committee completed the re-audit of three mining companies which have appealed before the DENR 
while one suspension order which appealed before the OP has been lifted. 
 
Cimatu  urged mining companies “to get their acts together” to counter the negative public perception on their 
operations by promoting responsible mining and ensuring their operations have minimal impact on the environment 
and local communities. 
 
 “It’s not about money; it’s about the attitude of the mining companies to show that you  are doing something not only 
in greening but also in the water discharge and tailings disposal,”  Cimatu  told representatives of the Chamber of 
Mines of the Philippines (COMP) in a meeting. 
 
His statement came after the presentation of the Mines and Geosciences Bureau (MGB) which showed the 
shortcomings of mining companies, especially those which failed the mining audit earlier conducted by the DENR. 
 
The presentation of  MGB pointed to the following: damage to land and private properties; siltation and discoloration 
of water bodies; dust generation; non-submission of reports; inadequate information, education and communication 
campaign; poor implementation of social development and management program; and operation beyond or outside 
their declared feasibility areas. 
 
 “The areas you disturb are visible or shown to the public and this easily causes a bias against you. Do not disturb 
areas which you do not plan on using immediately, so that you minimize the damage,” he told the COMP. 
 
 In response, miners agreed to undertake “progressive rehabilitation” in order to accelerate restoration of disturbed 
areas.  
 
The rehabilitation will require miners to expose only the maximum area allowed by the MGB at any given time and will 
prescribe a standard time in leaving areas exposed.  
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